PRIVACY & COOKIE POLICY
At Arhômani respecting your privacy is very important to us. Although obtaining information on our customers allows
us to offer a quality service, suited to their needs, our customers' trust remains our priority.
Compulsory information
Information registered, with no impact on the order
Data protection
Cookies
Commercial communication by e-mail

Compulsory information
Your Surname, Name and postal details: to make sure your parcel reaches you correctly
Your email address: enables us to send you an automated email order acknowledgment confirming the good
reception of your order and. if you would like us to, you get the newsletter with information, new products and online
deals.

Information registered, with no impact on the order




Your telephone number: with your phone number we can call to inform you about a possible delay of delivery you.
Your favorite products: Arhômani can offer you services and promotions that suit your specific needs.
Data protection
The Arhômani Company undertakes the trust you testifies to respect and fits precisely the law of December 11,
1998 relating to the protection of privacy. You have the right to inspect, improvement or cancellation right of the
data relating to you. You can notify us by email at info@Arhômani.com, or by writing to Arhômani - Leemveldstraat
44 – 3090 Overijse (Belgium) stating your full name and full address.
Arhômani guarantees customers that abuse of personal data caused by deficiencies in safety features. Arhômani
before recording the liability and eventually reimburse any proven damage.
Cookies
At each visit to our site, automatically your (temporary) IP address will be recognized and if possible the site or email of origin. We store and use this data as individual (personal) data, but only to analyze this to improve.
Awareness, functionality and content of our site and emails navigation, pages visited and ordered products from
our site. To a limited extent of time, cookies will be placed on your computer. So we can make sure that you do not
repeatedly receive the same information when you visit our site or to enter. The cookies are only used by our site
to improve our personalized service to you.
Commercial communication by e-mail
With this kind of communication we make our identity and the nature of the message is geared. We offer you to
refrain from future emails by simply clicking on a link that is inserted specifically for this purpose at the bottom of
each e-mail. Arhômani is committed to delete the addresses of the Robinson-list mailing list.
Regarding the customer acquisition by email to potential customers that previously had with the company Arhômani,
we can assure you that the databases of email addresses honest and collected lawful ie with a notice about the
possibility of a relationship any transfer to third parties and the right not to do so with a simple mouse click.

